Dear Teachers, Dancers, Families and Friends,

Welcome to Tribute National Talent in Kansas City. This year we are celebrating our 3rd year and we are so blessed to have the honor and privilege of seeing some of the most talented teachers and dancers in the country. Each event is very special to us as we treasure the time that we share with so many wonderful people who truly are important to us. The art of dance is something that touches our lives as it allows our hearts and minds to focus on something that is such a gift. We all have the opportunity to witness the hard work that each and every dance teacher and choreographer shares as they dedicate so much of their heart and soul into their work. Seeing the dancers perform each and every piece gives a sense of pride and joy not only for the teacher and choreographers, but also for the family members who see the dancers doing what they love. One of the most powerful rewards of dance is not the trophy or award earned, rather it is having those moments on stage to inspire and to make an impact on others. So we say thank you to all of the teachers, choreographers and their dancers for your dedication and determination to make a difference through dance that we will all cherish for many years to come.

I have always wanted Tribute to stand for more than just a dance competition. I wanted to share a visible appreciation and gratitude with everyone in attendance. This year we are once again inviting dancers to share personal stories about their parents. The Tribute to my Parents Award has become a trademark of Tribute National Talent and has definitely touched others in a way that you would not expect at a dance competition. The sharing of love, appreciation and respect gives a behind the scenes story of how dance families live their lives and the memories that are made. Dancers pour their hearts into the essays they write and for me personally it is a strong reminder of the importance of family. This award has given me a way to honor my late father and I know if he were here today he would absolutely love this award and what it stands for. We all know there is love, respect and appreciation at home, but it is also in every dance studio. A dance teacher is more than someone who teaches dance, they are part of the family and can make a huge difference in the lives of dancers. The hugs that are shared, the joy from the smiles on faces, and above all the admiration that is felt is so wonderful. Dance has truly given children a very positive atmosphere to learn, love and live out their dreams.

When I was deciding to create Tribute 3 years ago I did some research and I realized that there were over 150 different competitions and conventions to select from. In that decision process, I followed my heart and I knew that if I believed in myself and did my part to make a difference then everything would be just fine. There are times when you take risks in your life and looking back over the last 2 years I am very humbled to be in the position I am in and to see Tribute grow each year in a way that I am very grateful. I want everyone to know that your selection to attend Tribute this weekend means so much to me and my family. We know you have so many choices on which events to select and we are so appreciative that Tribute was on your calendar this year. With a loving and caring staff we will do our best working together to make sure you leave this weekend feeling appreciated and loved.

Many Blessings to you and yours in this new year of dance,
On behalf of the Tribute Family welcome to Kansas City
Introducing your Judges

Carlee Puffer – California

Carlee Puffer is a Professional Teacher / Choreographer / Dancer with over thirty years of Dance/Entertainment experience. She has had extensive training in the United States and Internationally in Ballet, Jazz, Lyrical, Hip Hop, Gymnastics and Tap. Carlee has performed in commercials, industrials, videos, television, and on stage. Some of her credits include Saban Entertainment, Skechers, City of Hope, Michael Barrymore Show, and Avante Garde. Carlee is presently a Choreographer/Teacher and Assistant Director for West Coast Dance Arts in Costa Mesa, California along with teaching and choreographing for numerous nationally award winning song/cheer squads across the state and studios from Hawaii to the East Coast. Her students come from all over Southern California to train with her, and many of them currently work in the entertainment industry with such companies as Disney, Mattel, Skechers, ABC, GAP and Nickelodeon to name a few. Her students can also be seen in numerous music videos, on So You Think You Can Dance and in Broadway national touring companies. Carlee's choreography has been recognized at local and national levels, receiving top awards as well as numerous Capezio choreography awards. When not teaching, Carlee can be found enjoying time with her two children.
Pam Simpson - Illinois

Pam Simpson is the owner and artistic director of Forte Arts Center in Morris, Illinois and Pam's Academy of Dance in Channahon, Illinois. She is the director of The Dance Company Forte, The DCF Dance Team, DCF Crew and Bright Beginnings Pre-School. She also owns Divine Dancewear and All Occasion Photo Booth & Video. Pam earned her Bachelor of Arts from Illinois State University and has extensive training in both dance education and business. She has received numerous choreography awards both regionally and nationally for her innovative choreography. Pam loves sharing her love and knowledge of dance with her students and enjoys judging dance competitions. She has judged regionally and nationally for over 20 years. She has been a guest teacher at Illinois State University along with several dance studios around the country. She has choreographed over 10 high school musicals and is very involved in her community. This fall Pam received the "Women of Distinction" award in her county for her contribution to her community. Pam is well versed in all areas of dance including Tap, Jazz, Ballet, Pointe, Modern, Lyrical, Musical Theatre, Hip Hop, Tumbling, Contemporary and Clogging. She is a board member for JorsTAP Chicago, which is a professional tap company.
Gwyn De Frances - Louisiana

Gwyn, along with her mother and sister, is the owner and director of De Frances Academy of Dance and is a committed professional bringing her expertise, creativity, passion and sense of humor to the teaching profession. She began dancing at the age of 7 and received her training from her mother, Catherine De Frances as well as Gus Giordano, Joe Tremaine, Lea Darwin and many others. While most kids took their summers off, Gwyn lived alone in Chicago at the ages of 16 and 18 training at the world renowned Gus Giordano Dance Center for her career. In 1986, she was the recipient of the highly sought after Joe Tremaine 1 month scholarship award of which she used in Los Angeles. Gwyn has been taking advantage of conventions and workshops since she began dancing. She continues to do so here at home as well as around the country each year. She taught at St. Aloysius school for 6 years and was the cheerleader coordinator for 2 of them. She performed in BRLT’s production of “A Chorus Line,” has been a guest teacher and choreographer for other studios in the area and other parts of the country and has choreographed and judged for many of the area high school dance teams. Gwyn has traveled all across the country as an experienced adjudicator for dance competitions and is a member of Dance Educators Of America.
PARTICIPATING STUDIOS

1. Access Dance Inc.
   Shawnee, Kansas

2. Jody Phillips Dance Company
   Overland Park, Kansas

3. Nebraska Dance
   Omaha, Nebraska

4. PowerHouse Dance
   Olathe, Kansas

5. Priscilla and Dana's School of Dance
   Kansas City, Missouri

6. Turning Pointe Dance Academy
   St. Joseph, Missouri
Friday, February 14, 2014
Doors Open at 3:15pm
All Teen & Senior Solos
(Ages 12 & Over)

Tap Supreme Level

AGE 12
1. Alec Brown (3)
2. Maren O'Hara (5)
3. Madeline Moats (3)
4. Karolyn LaRose (3)

AGE 14
5. Abigail Waller (5)

AGE 15
6. Maren Mosley (3)
7. Jonathan Moats (3)

AGE 16
8. Cami Brown (3)

AGE 17
9. Taryn Hansen (3)

Contemporary Supreme Level

AGE 12
10. Hannah Spencer (4)
11. Cameron Capps (6)
12. Madison Bezousek (3)
13. Alec Brown (3)

AGE 13
14. Veronica Allen (3)

AGE 14
15. Kelsey Meinholdt (4)

AGE 15
16. Maren Mosley (3)
17. Will Mallett (3)
18. Shannon Sudrla (3)
19. Quinn Self (4)

AGE 16
20. Dana Vehle (3)
21. Marissa Maiorana (5)
22. Cami Brown (3)
23. Liesel Sumpter (3)
24. Monica Williams (3)

AGE 17
25. Shannon Hauser (4)
26. Alex Gilmore (3)
27. Alexa Dolesh (2)
28. Kevin Murakami (2)
29. Cassidy Adolf (3)
30. Megan Meier (3)

AGE 18
31. Brianna Schweitzer (4)
32. Carley Fine (4)

Ballet Supreme Level

AGE 12
33. Molly Johanning (3)

AGE 17
34. Alex Gicinto (5)

Hip Hop Supreme Level

AGE 12
35. Grace Richey (6)

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Lyrical Honor Level

AGE 12
36. Corryn Darnell (6)

AGE 17
37. Tori Turner (6)

Lyrical Supreme Level

AGE 12
38. Sophie Hassenstab (3)
Brooke Wilczewski (3)
Savannah Higgins-Wyatt (5)
Jenna Grote (3)
Lauren Philips (3)

AGE 13
Cassidy Jorgensen (3)
Hannah Dehn (3)
Jessie Haase (4)

AGE 14
Cassidy Sarver (3)
Lexi Wegner (4)
Mary Haller (3)

AGE 15
Jaymes Dickinson (5)
Nicki Ragusa (5)
Kristi O'Meara (3)
Shannon Sudrla (3)

AGE 16
Paige Mueller (3)
Emily Stephenson (3)
Madeline Brand (5)
Sara Pleasant (3)
Sophia Hall (5)
Natalie Wolfe (3)
Hallie Stueckrath (3)

AGE 17
Kelcey Wetterberg (3)
Darby Epperson (3)
Megan Cassling (3)
Lauren Lund (3)
Becca Hopkins (5)
Allyson Cook (4)
Jordii Freeman (4)

AGE 18
Mackenzie Hayes (5)
Callie Lane (4)
Brianna Schweitzer (4)
Lauren Koperski (3)

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Modern Supreme Level

AGE 12
Katie Rhodus (5)
Kennedy Doherty (5)
Annie Riffel (5)
Sarah Waller (5)

AGE 13
Ally Miller (5)

AGE 14
Alexa Turano (5)

AGE 15
Hannah Doherty (5)
Aliza Russell (5)
Elise Nill (5)

AGE 16
Trystan Brown (5)
Sophia Hall (5)
Bentlei Benak (5)
Sidney Hallak (5)
Hope Vickery (5)

AGE 17
Alex Gicinto (5)
Becca Hopkins (5)

Open Honor Level

AGE 13
Abby Sutton (4)

AGE 17
Tori Turner (6)
Open Supreme Level

AGE 12
89 Elle Thomas (4)
90 Courtney Heider (3)
91 Olivia Mills (4)
92 Grace Richey (6)
93 Whitney Shute (6)

AGE 14
94 Jordan Speer (3)
95 Lexi Wegner (4)

AGE 15
96 Lauren Westervelt (2)

AGE 16
97 Abbie Hughes (4)
98 Mariah Rollwagen (4)
99 Jordan Haase (4)

Musical Theater Honor Level

AGE 12
100 Lexi Puett (6)
101 Gracie Ray (6)
102 Jayden Stallworth (6)

Musical Theater Supreme Level

AGE 12
103 Courtney Rowe (5)
104 Hannah Spencer (4)

AGE 13
105 Mary Jane Swetnam (5)

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Jazz Honor Level

AGE 12
106 Olivia Augustine (4)

AGE 13
107 Abby Sutton (4)

Jazz Supreme Level

AGE 12
108 Shalise Hannibal (4)
109 Kennedy Doherty (5)
110 Cameron Capps (6)
111 Savannah Andrews (5)
112 Elle Thomas (4)
113 Morgan Herman (5)
114 Sarah Waller (5)
115 Katie Rhodus (5)

AGE 13
116 Annie Pottios (5)

AGE 14
117 Kelsey Meinholdt (4)
118 Ellie Pleasant (3)
119 Jane Glazer (3)
120 Emily Moore (4)

AGE 15
121 Hannah Doherty (5)
122 Kristi O'Meara (3)
123 Maddy Burkett (5)
124 Will Mallett (3)
125 Aliza Russell (5)

AGE 16
126 Madeline Brand (5)
127 Natalie Wolfe (3)
128 Hallie Stueckrath (3)
129 Marissa Maiorana (5)
130 Mariah Rollwagen (4)
131 Hope Vickery (5)

AGE 17
132 Kelcey Wetterberg (3)
133 Darby Epperson (3)

AGE 18
134 Mackenzie Hayes (5)

AWARDS
Saturday, February 15, 2014
Doors Open at 6:45am
All Petite & Junior Duet/Trios
(Ages 11 & Under)

Character Honor Level
AGE 10
135 ROLLIN ON THE RIVER (6)
  Alyissa Kleinsorge, Anna Richey, Hannah Ezzell
136 DUMB AND DUMBER (6)
  Emily Bledsoe, Kady Campbell

Tap Supreme Level
AGE 9
137 SUPERCALI (5)
  Payton Elliott, Riley Elliott

Ballet Supreme Level
AGE 9
138 PIZZICATO PAS DE TROIS (3)
  Delaney Edie, Kennedy Hughes, Lilly Johanning

Hip Hop Honor Level
AGE 7
139 SUPERSONIC (4)
  Brooke Askren, Kendyl Floyd, Sophie Herman

Acro/Gym Supreme Level
AGE 8
140 CURSING FOR A BRUSIN (6)
  Hadlyn Snipes, Trinaty Chen
AGE 11
141 I’LL STAND BY YOU (6)
  Grace Richey, Mackenzie Hoover

Lyrical Supreme Level
AGE 11
142 ON MY BONES (4)
  Carley Uhl, Elle Thomas, Kaitlyn Rose

Open Honor Level
AGE 3
143 ROCK-A-HULA (4)
  Isac Melendez, Payton Schwendemann, Peyton Peeke
AGE 5
144 SHE THINKS MY TRACTORS SEXY (6)
  Tre Chen, Trinaty Chen
AGE 7
145 GEORGIA PEACHES (6)
  Emily Bledsoe, Jasey Bell
AGE 10
146 ARE YOU READY FOR A MIRACLE (6)
  Alyissa Kleinsorge, Phillips Kenzy
147 SWING BATTER BATTER (6)
  Aebra Parker, Kyra Glore
AGE 11
148 SWAGGER JAGGER (6)
  Gracie Ray, Hadlyn Snipes

Open Supreme Level
AGE 6
149 NAME GAME (5)
  Ella Eveler, Isabella Mandacina, Madysen Moore
AGE 7
150 PYT (4)
  Bronwynn Enright, Kamdyn Wedel
AGE 8
151 RUN THE WORLD (5)
   Brooklyn Funk, Carleigh Schumacher, Kailey Sulzer

AGE 10
152 THAT MAN (4)
   Chloe Shaw, Jenna Haase, Shalise Hannibal

Musical Theater Supreme Level
AGE 6
153 SO CUTE (5)
   Drew Kasyjanski, Kiley Hill

AGE 8
154 WE SHARE EVERYTHING (5)
   Avery Hastings, Lillia Thomson

AGE 10
155 TROUBLE (4)
   Brooke Mason, Elle Thomas, Paige Totzke
156 PASSENGER TALENT SHOW (5)
   Claire Franciskato, Hannah Honn, Macy Melton

AGE 11
157 MONEY (5)
   Carley Donnelly, Rylie Parr

10 MINUTE INTERMESSION
Jazz Honor Level
AGE 5
158 WASH THAT MAN (4)
   Caroline Overman, Kaylee Meinholdt, Payton Schwendemann

AGE 9
159 HOTT STUFF (4)
   Avery Hansford, Ella Lorfing, Hadley Skinner

AGE 11
160 SMILE (6)
   Kady Campbell, Lexi Puett

Jazz Supreme Level
AGE 6
161 WORK (5)
   Annalise Wagner, Preslie Wampler

AGE 7
162 BURN (5)
   Ava Hunt, Riley Willis
163 MAGIC TOUCH (5)
   Riley Scott, Sophia Frank
164 SHAKE SENORA (5)
   Mia Sollars, Sara Pfannenstiel
165 ROLLIN’ (5)
   Giuliana Siraguso, Mimi Palmentere
166 I WON’T DANCE (3)
   Burke Brickner, Delaney Bott

AGE 8
167 SUPER BEAUTIFUL (5)
   Halle Wampler, Kate May
168 THE COMPANY JUMPS (5)
   Riley Elliott, Sofia Berman
169 MOVE IT SHAKE IT (4)
   Bronwynn Enright, Brooke Mason, Kamdyn Wedel
170 WORK ME DOWN (5)
   Carleigh Schumacher, Kailey Sulzer

AGE 9
171 RICH MAN’S FRUG (5)
   Isabella Cascone, Sofia Cascone
172 RUMOR HAS IT (5)
   August Green, Jayle Whitebear
173 MAN WANTED (5)
   Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer
| AGE 10 | 174 | TUMBA LA CASA (5)  
Ana Marie DePalma, Maggie Marshall |
| AGE 10 | 175 | LE JAZZ HOT (5)  
Ella Thowe, Keegan Ward |
| AGE 10 | 176 | MAKE THE WORLD MOVE (5)  
Aubrey Boren, Lauren Kasyjanski |
| AGE 11 | 177 | THE NATIONAL PAST TIME (5)  
Annie Riffel, Hannah Honn, Sam Amey |
| AGE 11 | 178 | QUEEN BEE (4)  
Kaitlyn Rose, Olivia Mills, Taylor Fine |

**Special Angels Honor Level**

**AGE 10**

| 179 | JUST A COUPLE OF SISTERS (5)  
Ali Marshall, Maggie Marshall |

**AWARDS**

**All Petite & Junior Small Groups**  
(Ages 11 & Under)

| AGE 10 | 180 | YOU DROPPED A BOMB ON ME (2)  
Conner Watts, Kaitlin Green, Kate Jehlik, Lauren Finke, Reagan Nowak |
| AGE 11 | 181 | MARINA GASOLINA (4)  
Abby Sutton, Allison Winker, Cailyn Revel, Hannah Spencer, Jenna Haase |

**Tap Supreme Level**

| AGE 6 | 182 | SHAKE BABY SHAKE (5)  
Blair McCammon, Gena Bonadonna, Giuliana Siraguso, Isabella Mandacina, Madysen Moore, Mimi Palmentere, Preslie Wampler, Sara Pfannenstiel |

| AGE 7 | 183 | TUTTI FRUITTI (5)  
Amiyah Torres, Annalise Wagner, Ava Rose Guastello, Avery Hastings, Avery Peterson, Chloe Tomney, Kaelyn Bellach, Lillia Thomson, Riley Willis |
| AGE 8 | 184 | CRANK IT UP (5)  
Allison Cooper, Brooklyn Funk, Carleigh Schumacher, Halle Wampler, Kailey Sulzer, Kate May, Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer, Sofia Berman |
| AGE 9 | 185 | ACES SHUFFLE (5)  
Ella Thowe, Isabella Cascone, Riley Elliott, Sofia Cascone |
| AGE 10 | 186 | DO THE JERK (5)  
Ana Marie DePalma, Ashley Cooper, Blair Baymiller, Ericka Dickinson, Olivia Hubbs |
| AGE 11 | 187 | BOOGIE BUMPER (5)  
Alayna Abbott, Claire Franciskato, Keegan Ward, Macy Melton, Maren O’Hara, Nina Bonadonna, Payton Elliott, Savannah Andrews |
| AGE 11 | 188 | SWING WITH ME (5)  
Anna Palmentere, Bailee Tomney, Erin Brown, Kathryn Layton, Kelsey Ferguson, Victoria Parsons |
| AGE 11 | 189 | SWING (3)  
Alec Brown, Courtney Heider, Karolyn LaRose, Lauren Connaghan, Madeline Moats, Molly Johanning |
| AGE 11 | 190 | CHA CHA (5)  
Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Courtney Rowe, Hannah Honn, Kinnedy May, Rylie Parr, Sarah Waller |
Contemporary Supreme Level

AGE 10

191 TO BUILD A HOME (5)
Claire Franciskato, Ella Thowe, Hannah Honn, Macy Melton, Morgan Herman, Rylie Parr, Sofia Cascone

Hip Hop Honor Level

AGE 6

192 BOOTYLICIOUS (4)
Caroline Overman, Renee Steinle, Seville Skinner, Sophia Estes, Sydney Willard

AGE 9

193 LET THE BASS GO (5)
Ana Marie DePalma, Aubrey Boren, Ava Rose Guastello, Olivia Hubbs

AGE 10

194 SEXY BACK (5)
Annie Riffel, August Green, Courtney Rowe, Danielle Blankenship, Ella Thowe, Keegan Ward, Nina Bonadonna, Payton Elliott, Sam Amey

Acro/Gym Supreme Level

AGE 5

195 LEMONADE (6)
Ella Christie, Emmalee Wilkinson, Jasey Bell, Marlea Parker

Lyrical Honor Level

AGE 6

196 IMAGINE (4)
Ava Curbow, Caroline Overman, Kaylee Meinholdt, Maddie McCool, Payton Schwendemann

AGE 9

197 FAR FAR (4)
Avery Hansford, Camryn Herman, Ella Lorfing, Hadley Skinner, Madeline Reynolds, Madelyn Autstin, Paige Totzke

Lyrical Supreme Level

AGE 7

198 YOU RAISE ME UP (4)
Ava Curbow, Bronwynn Enright, Brooke Mason, Chloe Shaw, Kamdyn Wedel, Kaylee Meinholdt, Kaylei Wiedenmann, Kendyl Floyd, Renee Steinle

AGE 8

199 SAFE AND SOUND (3)
Ainsley Diedrichsen, Ava Owens, Ella Baustert, Jayna Beal, Kennedy Epp, Larin Frazier, Maxton Bezousek, Mikee Naegele, Payton Vosik

AGE 9

200 THY WORD (5)
Allison Cooper, Ashley Cooper, Bella Rodriguez, Katelyn Turner, Kelsey Ferguson, Lily Aldenderfer, Maggie Marshall

201 I'VE ALWAYS KNOWN (3)
Annie Roberts, Claire Jandric, Delaney Edie, Karli Ahlers, Kennedy Hughes, Zoe Leggett

AGE 11

202 EVERY HEART (5)
Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Claire Franciskato, Ella Thowe, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Macy Melton, Sam Amey, Sarah Waller

203 POWER OF THE GOSPEL (3)
Alec Brown, Hannah Dehn, Kylie Hartung, Laura Toole, Lauren Conaghan, Maggie Breeling, Mia Esparrago, Noell Hinsley, Sophie Hassenstab

204 ARMS (3)
Brooke Wilczewski, Ellie Fangman, Hannah Dehn, Jenna Grote, Karolyn LaRose, Madeline Moats, Madison Bezousek, Mia Wilson, Tatum Priest

205 BRAVE (4)
Carley Uhl, Chloe Shaw, Kaitlyn Rose, Kelsey Meinholdt, Layne Steffen, McKenna Cain, Olivia Mills, Taylor Fine
Modern Supreme Level

AGE 8

206  SAFE AND SOUND (5)
August Green, Brooklyn Funk, Isabella Cascone, Kailey Sulzer, Makenzie Smith, Payton Elliott, Riley Elliott

AGE 11

207  SAND (4)
Carley Uhl, Chloe Shaw, Elle Thomas, Kaitlyn Rose, Layne Steffen, Taylor Fine

208  SHADOW OF YOUR HEART (5)
Annie Riffel, Keegan Ward, Sam Amey, Sarah Waller, Sophia Turano

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Open Honor Level

AGE 3

209  SEA CRUISE (4)
Charley Cruse, Grace Taylor, Isac Melendez, Payton Schwendemann, Peyton Peeke, Sydney Willard

AGE 10

210  WHITE TRASH WEDDING (6)
Amber Davis, Emily Bledsoe, Gracie Ray, Hadlyn Snipes, Jayden Stallworth, Kady Campbell, Lexi Puett, Phillips Kenzy

AGE 11

211  WHERE I AM (4)
Audrey Henson, Cassie Walsh, Jaiden Buckert, Kate Sutton, Madeline Reynolds, Shantel Horne

Open Supreme Level

AGE 5

212  ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL (6)
Ella Christie, Emmalee Wilkinson, Jasey Bell, Kole Williams, Marlea Parker, Trinaty Chen

AGE 6

213  GIRLFRIENDZ (5)
Blair McCammon, Camryn Nelson, Drew Kasyianski, Giuliana Siraguso, Isabella Mandacina, Kenzie Cornett, Kiley Hill, Madsen Moore, Mimi Palmentere

AGE 7

214  COVER GIRL (4)
Bronwynn Enright, Kamdyn Wedel, Kaylee Meinholdt, Kaylei Wiedenmann

AGE 8

215  THE BIRD (5)
Ashley Brown, Ella Eveler, Gena Bonadonna, Lilly Young, Lyla Vandeginste, Mia Sollars, Neely Simon, Sarah Tarpley, Sophia Berman

AGE 9

216  HERO (5)
Allison Cooper, Carleigh Schumacher, Kailey Sulzer, Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer, Makenzie Smith, Riley Elliott, Sophia Berman

AGE 10

217  SNAP, CRACKLE AND POP (5)
Carleigh Schumacher, Ericka Dickinson, Jayden Whitebear, Kailey Sulzer, Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer, Makenzie Smith, Riley Elliott

AGE 11

218  DONT NEED A MAN (4)
Brooke Mason, Camryn Floyd, Carley Uhl, Elle Thomas, Hannah Spencer, Layne Steffen, McKenna Cain, Peyton Panovich

Pom Pon Honor Level

AGE 10

219  TEMPERATURE (6)
Aebra Parker, Alyssa Kleinsorge, Anna Richey, Kyra Giore, Phillips Kenzy
Musical Theater Honor Level

AGE 10

220  HIGHER (6)
Emily Bledsoe, Gracie Ray, Hadlyn Snipes, Kady Campbell, Lexi Puett

221  LAND OF LOLA (6)
Aebra Parker, Alyissa Kleinsorge, Anna Richey, Corryn Darnell, Jayden Stallworth, Kyra Glore, Phillips Kenzy

222  BUENOS AIRES (4)
Audrey Henson, Cailyn Revel, Camryn Herman, Ella Lorfing, Hadley Skinner, Jaiden Buckert, Kate Sutton, Madeline Reynolds, Shantel Horne

Musical Theater Supreme Level

AGE 7

223  WHAT I WAS BORN TO DO (4)
Brooke Mason, Chloe Shaw, Kamdyn Wedel, Kaylee Meinholdt, Kaylei Wiedenmann, Kendyl Floyd, Maddie McCool, Paige Totzke

AGE 8

224  DON'T TELL MAMA (5)
Ashley Cooper, Ava Rose Guastello, Blair Baymiller, Eva Hurtig, Graysen Milbrandt, Kennedy Justice, Olivia Hubbs, Riley Scott

AGE 11

225  WELCOME TO HAVANNA (4)
Brooke Mason, Carley Uhl, Caroline Barker, Chloe Shaw, Elle Thomas, Jenna Haase, Kaitlyn Rose, McKenna Cain, Shalise Hannibal

226  LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU (5)
Carley Donnelly, Kinnedy May, Morgan Herman, Rylie Parr, Sarah Waller, Sophia Turano

Jazz Honor Level

AGE 6

227  BAD ROMANCE (4)
Ava Curbow, Brooke Askren, Caroline Overman, Kaylee Meinholdt, Kaylei Wiedenmann, Maddie McCool, Payton Schwendemann, Renee Steinle

AGE 9

228  ACCESSORIES (4)
Avery Hansford, Cailyn Revel, Hadley Skinner, Kate Sutton, Madeline Reynolds, Madelyn Autstyn

AGE 10

229  MAN HUNT (2)
Conner Watts, Kaitlin Green, Kate Jehlik, Lauren Finke, Reagan Nowak

Jazz Supreme Level

AGE 5

230  MAMA MIA (5)
Audrey Peterson, Caroline Curley, Caroline Krausse, Emery Thomson, Presley Jackson

AGE 6

231  FUNKY MONKEY (5)
Annalise Wagner, Brynlee Justice, Kaelyn Bellach, Preslie Wampler, Sara Pfannenstiel

AGE 7

232  DO NOT PASS ME BY (5)
Amiyah Torres, Ava Hunt, Avery Hastings, Avery Peterson, Chloe Tomney, Lillia Thomson, Riley Willis

AGE 8

233  WHEN I GROW UP (3)
Delaney Edie, Grace Diers, Jayna Beal, Kennedy Epp, Maxton Bezousek, Zoe Leggett

234  HER MAJESTY (5)
Brooklyn Funk, Ella Thowe, Halle Wampler, Isabella Cascone, Kate May, Sofia Cascone

235  SMASH (4)
Bronwynn Enright, Brooke Mason, Chloe Shaw, Jenna Haase, Kamdyn Wedel
236 CAN'T BUY ME LOVE (3)
Ava Owens, Ella Baustert, Ellie Ludacka, Graci Leitner, Libby Falk, Liliana Vargas, Madeline Epp, Mikee Naegele, Presleigh Mickells

AGE 9

237 ACCESSORY (3)
Isabelle Dittrick, Karli Ahlers, Kennedy Hughes, Kylie Jones, Luca Grabowski, Megan Hollis, Payton Vosik

238 LIVE IT UP (3)
Ainsley Diedrichsen, Annie Roberts, Chloe Herron, Claire Jandric, Delaney Huck, Hailey Gregg, Holly Cobb, Molly Zeleny

239 5, 6, 7, 8 (5)
August Green, Ericka Dickinson, Jayle Whitebear, Lauren Kasyjanski, Maggie Marshall, Payton Elliott

AGE 11

240 BOM BOM (4)
Caroline Barker, Chloe Shaw, Jenna Haase, Kaitlyn Rose, Lexi Wegner, Olivia Mills, Shalise Hannibal, Taylor Fine

241 HOLLY ROCK (6)
Amber Davis, Grace Richey, Kady Campbell, Whitney Shute

242 ME AND MY GIRLS (3)
Ella Wieczorek, Jenna Grote, Kylie Hartung, Laura Tooley, Lilly Johanning, Mia Esparrago, Mia Wilson, Molly Johanning, Noell Hinsley

243 LOVE HIM SO (5)
Ana Marie DePalma, Bailee Tomney, Carly Hays, Victoria Parsons

244 GASOLINA (5)
Annie Riffel, Claire Franciskato, Courtney Rowe, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Macy Melton, Sam Amey

AWARDS

All Petite & Junior Solos
(Ages 11 & Under)

Tap Honor Level

AGE 11
245 Cailyn Revel (4)

Tap Supreme Level

AGE 7
246 Kaelyn Bellach (5)

AGE 8
247 Amiyah Torres (5)

AGE 9
248 Ava Owens (3)

AGE 10
249 Mikee Naegele (3)

AGE 11
250 Rylie Parr (5)

Contemporary Supreme Level

AGE 11
251 Mackenzie Hoover (6)
252 Mia Wilson (3)

Acro/Gym Honor Level

AGE 10
253 Hadlyn Snipes (6)

Acro/Gym Supreme Level

AGE 7
254 Trinaty Chen (6)

AGE 10
255 Kady Campbell (6)

AGE 11
256 Mackenzie Hoover (6)

Lyrical Honor Level

AGE 6
257 Kaylee Meinholdt (4)
Lyrical Supreme Level
AGE 9
258  Kennedy Hughes (3)

AGE 10
259  Kady Campbell (6)
260  Ashley Cooper (5)

AGE 11
261  Tatum Priest (3)
262  Kathryn Layton (5)

Modern Supreme Level
AGE 9
263  August Green (5)
264  Makenzie Smith (5)
265  Ella Thowe (5)

AGE 10
266  Sofia Cascone (5)

AGE 11
267  Hannah Honn (5)
268  Sam Amey (5)
269  Sophia Turano (5)
270  Keegan Ward (5)

Open Honor Level
AGE 9
271  Aebra Parker (6)

AGE 10
272  Emily Bledsoe (6)

Open Supreme Level
AGE 7
273  Trinaty Chen (6)
274  Eva Hurtig (5)
275  Bronwynn Enright (4)
276  Blair McCammon (5)
277  Kamdyn Wedel (4)

AGE 8
278  Halle Wampler (5)

AGE 10
279  Chloe Shaw (4)

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Musical Theater Honor Level
AGE 9
280  Phillips Kenzy (6)

AGE 10
281  Anna Richey (6)

Musical Theater Supreme Level
AGE 5
282  Jasey Bell (6)
283  Presley Jackson (5)

AGE 6
284  Preslie Wampler (5)

AGE 7
285  Mimi Palmentere (5)

AGE 8
286  Kailey Sulzer (5)
287  Halle Wampler (5)

AGE 11
288  Hannah Honn (5)

Jazz Honor Level
AGE 3
289  Isac Melendez (4)

AGE 5
290  Payton Schwendemann (4)

AGE 6
291  Kaylee Meinholdt (4)
292  Caroline Overman (4)
AGE 10
293  Kate Sutton (4)
294  Paige Totzke (4)

**Jazz Supreme Level**  
(Ages 8 & Under)

AGE 5
295  Makenna Miller (5)

AGE 6
296  Kenzie Cornett (5)
297  Madysen Moore (5)

AGE 7
298  Kaelyn Bellach (5)
299  Giuliana Siraguso (5)
300  Annalise Wagner (5)
301  Bronwynn Enright (4)

AGE 8
302  Allison Cooper (5)
303  Sofia Berman (5)
304  Ava Rose Guastello (5)
305  Avery Hastings (5)
306  Lillia Thomson (5)
307  Isabella Cascone (5)
308  Avery Peterson (5)

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

**Jazz Supreme Level**  
(Ages 9-11)

AGE 9
309  Ella Thowe (5)
310  Kate May (5)
311  Ainsley Diedrichsen (3)
312  Katelyn Turner (5)

AGE 10
313  Lily Aldenderfer (5)
314  Payton Elliott (5)
315  Isabelle Dittrick (3)
316  Jenna Haase (4)
317  Brooke Mason (4)
318  Chloe Shaw (4)
319  Lauren Kasyjanski (5)
320  Mikee Naegele (3)
321  Sofia Cascone (5)
322  Kaitlyn Rose (4)
323  Sam Amey (5)
324  Lauren Connagahan (3)
325  Noell Hinsley (3)
326  Kathryn Layton (5)
327  Keegan Ward (5)
328  Ella Wieczorek (3)

**AWARDS**

[Follow us on Facebook and Twitter]

TributeTalent@TributeToDance
Sunday, February 16, 2014
Doors Open at 6:45am
All Teen & Senior Duet/Trios
(Ages 12 & Over)

**Tap Supreme Level**

**AGE 12**

329 GIMMIE SOME RYTHM (5)
Maren O’Hara, Savannah Andrews

**Contemporary Supreme Level**

**AGE 12**

330 THE DANCE (4)
McKenna Cain, Olivia Mills

**AGE 15**

331 FOOLISH GAMES (4)
Kelsey Meinholdt, Mariah Rollwagen, Shannon Hauser

332 IF I HAD A BOAT (3)
Shannon Sudrla, Will Mallett

333 EXPLOSIONS (5)
Aliza Russell, Sophia Hall

**AGE 18**

334 SOLDIER (4)
Brianna Schweitzer, Carley Fine

**Hip Hop Supreme Level**

**AGE 17**

335 BIG SPENDER (5)
Alex Gicinto, Darian Rowe

**Lyrical Honor Level**

**AGE 12**

336 OLD BLUE CHAIR (6)
Cameron Capps, Kady Campbell, Maddie Ward

**Lyrical Supreme Level**

**AGE 13**

337 GO EASY LITTLE DOVES (4)
Layne Steffen, Lexi Wegner

**AGE 15**

338 9 CRIMES (4)
Mariah Rollwagen, Quinn Self

**AGE 16**

339 IN HIS EYES (5)
Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda

340 TRAGEDY (4)
Abbie Hughes, Kelsey Mills

**AGE 17**

341 MINUTES TILL MIDNIGHT (3)
Kelcey Wetterberg, Lauren Koperski, Natalie Wolfe

**Modern Supreme Level**

**AGE 12**

342 WHEN I RULED THE WORLD (5)
Annie Pottios, Kennedy Doherty

343 THE A-TEAM (5)
Annie Riffel, Sarah Waller

**AGE 13**

344 THIS BITTER EARTH (5)
Elise Nill, Katie Rhodus

345 SKIN AND BONES (5)
Alexa Turano, Ally Miller

**AGE 15**

346 HOPE THERE’S SOMEONE (5)
Alexa Turano, Sophia Hall

347 DUST BOWL DANCE (5)
Aliza Russell, Elise Nill
AGE 16
348 WOMAN'S WORK (4)
   Carley Fine, Kelsey Meinholdt, Shannon Hauser
349 IN THE EMBERS (5)
   Lydia Ganaden, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown
350 A BOOK LIKE THIS (5)
   Hope Vickery, Sidney Hallak

Open Honor Level

AGE 12
351 ALWAYS COCA COLA (6)
   Hadlyn Snipes, Kady Campbell, Tori Turner

Open Supreme Level

AGE 14
352 TURNING PAGE (4)
   Kelsey Meinholdt, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen

AGE 15
353 MEDICINE (4)
   Kelsey Meinholdt, Shannon Hauser

AGE 16
354 I'D RATHER GO BLIND (4)
   Carley Fine, Quinn Self, Shannon Hauser

Musical Theater Supreme Level

AGE 12
355 WHO'S GOT THE PAIN (5)
   Emma Melton, Kinnedy May
356 BEST GAME IN TOWN (6)
   Amber Davis, Whitney Shute
357 100 EASY WAYS TO LOSE A MAN (5)
   Ally Miller, Katie Rhodus

AGE 14
358 BEST FRIEND (4)
   Paige Tully, Shalise Hannibal

AGE 16
359 SISTERS (3)
   Kelcey Wetterberg, Natalie Wolfe

Jazz Supreme Level

AGE 12
360 LET'S BE BAD (5)
   Morgan Herman, Taylor Burch

AGE 13
361 BIG MOUTH (4)
   Emily Moore, Kaitlyn Rose, Kelsey Mills
362 RAZZLE DAZZLE (5)
   Annie Pottios, Mary Jane Swetnam

AGE 14
363 KICK IT (4)
   Kelsey Meinholdt, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen

AGE 15
364 BUSINESS OF LOVE (5)
   Bentlei Benak, Hope Vickery, Jaymes Dickinson

AGE 16
365 GRIN & BEAR IT (5)
   Lydia Ganaden, Tiffany Grazda

AGE 18
366 EMERALD CITY (4)
   Brianna Schweitzer, Callie Lane

AWARDS
All Large Group Competition

**Tap Honor Level**

**AGE 13**

367 **NO DIDDITY (2)**
Anastasia Sergiyenko, Elli Bodenhamer, Emma Webber, Hadley Nguyen, Hayley Fernandez, McKenna Cole, Megan Bridges, Morgan Hope, Sarah Gravitt, Shayla Hicks, Sophia Self, Sydney Blackburn

**Tap Supreme Level**

**AGE 4**

368 **BROADWAY BABY (5)**
Anotnia Scimeca, Avery Lewis, Brooke Bates, Callie Holwick, Emma Grubb, Hala Finley, Jade Ross, Luciana Silvio, Madylan Runyan, Maely Miller, Makenna Miller, Mazzi Ross, Olivia Kohler, Quinn Roach, Sophia Payton, Taytum Schnakenberg, Victoria Cuezze

**AGE 5**

369 **BUST A MOVE (5)**
Audrey Peterson, Caroline Curley, Caroline Krausse, Emery Thomson, Enslie Dryer, Evelyn Carleton, Gabriella Mina, Lily Hamilton, McKenna Springer, Presley Jackson, Savina Bonadonna

**AGE 6**

370 **DO YOUR THANG (5)**
Annalise Wagner, Blair McCammon, Brynlee Justice, Camryn Nelson, Drew Kasyianski, Gena Bonadonna, Giuliana Siraguso, Isabella Mandacina, Kaellyn Bellach, Kenzie Cornett, Kiley Hill, Madysen Moore, Mimi Palmentere, Preslie Wampler, Sara Pfannenstiel

**AGE 7**

371 **RUNAWAY BABY (5)**
Amiyah Torres, Ava Hunt, Ava Rose Guastello, Avery Hastings, Avery Peterson, Blair Baymiller, Chloe Tomney, Eva Hurtig, Graysen Milbrandt, Lilia Thomson, Lynox Ellis, Riley Scott, Riley Willis

**AGE 8**

372 **GREAT BALLS OF FIRE (3)**
Annie Roberts, Burke Brickner, Carissa Mandolfo, Ella Henningsen, Elyse Kirke, Gabrielle Hord, Grace Diers, Graci Leitner, Holly Cobb, Kayla Legel, Kylie Jones, Megan Hollis, Molly Zeleny, Payton Vosik

373 **HIT THE ROAD (3)**
Ainsley Diedrichsen, Ava Owens, Chloe Herron, Claire Jandric, Delaney Edie, Ella Baustert, Ellie Ludacka, Jayna Beal, Karli Ahlers, Kennedy Epp, Kennedy Hughes, Maxton Bezousek, Mikee Naegle, Zoe Leggett

374 **THE MANIA (5)**
Allison Cooper, Brooklyn Funk, Carleigh Schumacher, Halle Wampler, Isabella Cascone, Kailey Sulzer, Kate May, Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer, Makenzie Smith, Riley Elliott, Sofia Berman, Taygen Brown

**AGE 9**

375 **WEPA (3)**
Delaney Huck, Ella Kirkpatrick, Faith Iossi, Hailey Gregg, Isabelle Dittrick, Jasmine Moats, Kamryn Tuttle, Kayla Tuttle, Larin Frazier, Libby Falk, Liliana Vargas, Luca Grabowski, Madeline Epp, Madison Lenser, Melina Piperis, Presleigh Mickells
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE 10</th>
<th>AGE 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>376  BROWN DERBY JUMP (5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>381  TIGHTROPE (5)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>377  SMASH (3)</strong></td>
<td><strong>382  THINK (2)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGE 11</strong></td>
<td><strong>AGE 13</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>378  THE COMPANY JUMPS (5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>383  HAPPY (3)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Claire Franciskato, Courtney Rowe, Danielle Blankenship, Ella Thowe, Hannah Hendershot, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Kennedy May, Macy Melton, Morgan Herman, Payton Elliott, Rylie Parr, Sam Amey, Sarah Waller, Sofia Cascone, Sophia Turano</td>
<td>Cassidy Jorgensen, Courtney Heider, Ellie Fangman, Hannah Dehn, Isabella Jacobs, Jonathan Moats, Karolyn LaRose, Madeline Moore, Mia Esparrago, Sophia Barnes, Sydney Shillinglaw, Veronica Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>379  GREAT GOSH ALMIGHTY (5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>AGE 15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Theoharidis, Ana Marie DePalma, Ashley Ault, Bailee Tomney, Bella Rodriguez, Carly Hays, Erin Brown, Joey Ferguson, Kelsey Ferguson, Rylee Sanchez, Stephanie Janczewski, Victoria Parsons</td>
<td><strong>384  GIVE IT TO ME (5)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>380  THINKIN’ BOUT SOMETHIN (3)</strong></td>
<td><strong>AGE 16</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Brown, Bailey Maurer, Courtney Heider, Jenna Grote, Laura Tooley, Madison Bezousek, Meg Nielsen, Mia Wilson, Noell Hinsley, Rylee Zais, Sophie Hassenstab</td>
<td><strong>385  FUEGO (5)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bailee Day, Bentlei Benak, Darian Rowe, Ellie MacDonald, Emily Franciskato, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Jorden Binkley, Karaleisa Rice, Lydia Ganaden, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
386 BACK IT UP (3)
Alex Gilmore, Ariel Moats, Aubrey Grasz, Cami Brown, Elizabeth Kawamoto, Gabby Barnes, Katherine LaRose, Kelsey Hassenstab, Paige Mueller, Taryn Hansen

387 ONE WAY ROAD (3)
Alex Gilmore, Ariel Moats, Cami Brown, Darby Epperson, Emily Stephenson, Kelsey Wetterberg, Kelsey Hassenstab, Lauren Koperski, Maren Mosley, Mollie Macfadyen, Taryn Hansen

Contemporary Supreme Level

AGE 11

388 NO TRACE (5)
Abigail Waller, Alexa Smith, Anna Palmentere, Ashley Ault, Ashley Cooper, Bella Rodriguez, Danielle Blankenship, Erin Brown, JoAnna Abbott, Kathryn Layton, Kelsey Ferguson, Maggie Marshall, Payton Elliott, Savannah Andrews, Savannah Higgins-Wyatt, Stephanie Janczewski, Talia King

389 WONDER (3)
Alec Brown, Alexandra Beck, Courtney Heider, Ella Wieczorek, Kylie Hartung, Laura Tooley, Lauren Philips, Mia Wilson, Rylee Zais, Sophie Hassenstab, Tatum Priest

AGE 12

390 WITHOUT YOU (5)
Allison Mullins, Anna Palmentere, Annie Pottios, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Emma Melton, Grace Woodbury, Huntyr Duckett, Kennedy Doherty, Mallory Batliner, Mary Jane Swetnam, Michaelyn Horsch, Nicki Ragusa, Sarah Bono, Taylor Burch

391 WALK THE LINE (2)
Alexandra DiGiorgio, Ava-Grace Vermillion, Elli Bodenhamer, Emma Webber, Grace Bodenhamer, Hadley Nguyen, Katelyn Cunningham, Kendal Erwin, Libby Slaymaker, Lila Kubas, McKenna Cole, Megan Broomfield, Morgan Hope, Riley Nowak, Sarah Gravitt, Sloan Logsdon, Sydney Blackburn, Taylor Howard

AGE 14

392 HOLDING ON (3)
Aubrey Grasz, Elizabeth Kawamoto, Ellie Pleasant, Emme English, Isabella Jacobs, Jane Glazer, Jonathan Moats, Kylee Krauss, Laura Tatten, Macy Lundgren, Mallory Grote, Mary Haller, Sierra Eastridge, Will Mallett

393 THE CHAIN (3)
Allie Morrissey, Brooke Wilczewski, Cassidy Jorgensen, Cassidy Sarver, Dana Vehle, Hallie Stueckrath, Hannah Dehn, Jordan Fischer, Kristi O'Meara, Maren Mosley, Shannon Sudrla, Sophia Barnes, Veronica Allen, Will Mallett

394 TWO BIRDS (2)
Alexandra DiGiorgio, Anastasia Sergiienko, Elli Bodenhamer, Emma Webber, Kendal Erwin, Megan Watkins, Morgan Hope, Shayla Hicks, Sophia Self, Sydney Blackburn

AGE 15

395 RIVERS AND ROADS (4)
Amaya Yanes, Brianna Schweitzer, Callie Lane, Carley Fine, Emily Moore, Kelsey Meinholdt, Kelsey Mills, Layne Steffen, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen, Paige Tully, Shannon Hauser

AGE 16

396 ARMY OF ME (3)
Allie Morrissey, Bella Carollo, Carlie Krlenbrink, Cassidy Adolf, Cassidy Sarver, Dana Vehle, Darby Epperson, Emily Stephenson, Lauren Koperski, Lauren Lund, Maren Mosley, Megan Cassling, Mollie Macfadyen, Olivia Person, Shannon Sudrla
MY BLOOD (3)
Ariel Moats, Cami Brown, Emma Nix, Gabby Barnes, Kaitlyn Nohrenberg, Katherine LaRose, Kelsey Hassenstab, Liesel Sumpter, Megan Meier, Paige Mueller, Sara Pleasant, Taryn Hansen

YOUTH (3)
Darby Epperson, Emily Stephenson, Kelcey Wetterberg, Kelsey Hassenstab, Lauren Koperski, Lauren Lund, Megan Cassling, Natalie Wolfe, Olivia Person, Paige Mueller

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Ballet Supreme Level

AGE 7

BE OUR GUEST (5)
Amiyah Torres, Annalise Wagner, Ava Hunt, Ava Rose Guastello, Avery Hastings, Avery Peterson, Chloe Tomney, Kaelyn Bellach, Lillia Thomson, Riley Willis, Sara Pfannenstiel

AGE 11

STRIKE UP THE BAND (5)
Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Claire Franciskato, Courtney Rowe, Danielle Blankenship, Ella Thowe, Hannah Hendershot, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Kidney May, Macy Melton, Morgan Herman, Payton Elliott, Rylie Parr, Sam Amey, Sarah Waller, Sofia Cascone, Sophia Turano

AGE 12

GERSHWIN (5)
Alex Palzkill, Alexa Smith, Allison Mullins, Annie Pottios, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Emma Melton, Grace Woodbury, Huntyr Duckett, Kennedy Doherty, Mallory Batliner, Mary Jane Swetnam, Michaelyn Horsch, Nicki Ragusa, Sarah Bono, Taylor Burch

Age 14

SCOTCH SYMPHONY (5)
Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Bentlei Benak, Elise Nill, Emily Franciskato, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Katie Rhodus, Marissa Maiorana, Tara Stewart, Taylor Bargfrede

AGE 16

NIGHT ENCHANTED (5)
Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Ellie MacDonald, Jorden Binkley, Karaleisa Rice, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Maddy Burkett, Madeline Brand, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

Hip Hop Supreme Level

AGE 11

HAUNTED (3)
Alec Brown, Alyssa Rutten, Bailey Maurer, Courtney Heider, Jordan Speer, Karly Firmature, Lauren Connaghan, Madeline Moats, Madison Bezousek, Maggie Breeiling, Mia Wilson, Noell Hinsley, Sophia Barnes, Tatum Priest

AGE 12

FLASHY LIGHTS (5)
Abigail Waller, Alexa Smith, Allison Mullins, Grace Woodbury, Kathryn Layton, Kennedy Corte, Michaelyn Horsch, Sarah Bono, Savannah Andrews, Taylor Bargfrede

AGE 15

I NEED A DOCTOR (3)
Allie Morrissey, Ariel Moats, Bella Carollo, Carlie Kitenbrink, Emily Stephenson, Hallie Stueckrath, Jordan Fischer, Katherine LaRose, Kelcey Wetterberg, Kylee Krauss, Laura Tatten, Lauren Koperski, Macy Lundgren, Mary Haller, Monica Williams, Natalie Wolfe, Olivia Person, Shannon Sudrla
Lyrical Supreme Level

AGE 6

407 THOUSAND LITTLE THINGS (5)
Eva Hurtig, Evelyln Carleton, Giuliana Siraguso, Graysen Milbrandt, Kenzie Cornett, Kiley Hill, Lilly Young, Madysen Moore, Mimi Palmentere, Neely Simon

AGE 8

408 O MAGNIFY THE LORD (5)
Allison Cooper, Brooklyn Funk, Carleigh Schumacher, Halle Wampler, Isabella Cascone, Kailey Sulzer, Kate May, Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer, Makenzie Smith, Riley Elliott, Sofia Berman, Taygen Brown

AGE 9

409 ANYWAYS (3)
Delaney Huck, Grace Diers, Hailey Gregg, Holly Cobb, Isabelle Dittrick, Kylie Jones, Libby Falk, Liliana Vargas, Luca Grabowski, Madeline Epp, Megan Hollis, Presleigh Mickells

410 THE GREATEST LOVE OF ALL (5)
Alayna Abbott, Ashley Cooper, Aubrey Boren, August Green, Blair Baymiller, Ericka Dickinson, Jayle Whitebear, Kennedy Justice, Lauren Kasyjanski, Maggie Marshall, Nina Bonadonna, Olivia Hubbs

AGE 11

411 MAN OF LA MANCHA (5)
Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Claire Franciskato, Courtney Rowe, Danielle Blankenship, Ella Thowe, Hannah Hendershot, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Kennedy May, Macy Melton, Morgan Herman, Payton Elliott, Rylie Parr, Sam Amey, Sarah Waller, Sofia Cascone, Sophia Turano

AGE 12

412 HOME (3)
Alexandra Beck, Alyssa Rutten, Bailey Maurer, Clare Lisec, Courtney Heider, Ella Wieczorek, Jenna Grote, Lauren Philips, Lilly Johanning, Meg Nielsen, Mia Wilson, Molly Johanning, Olivia Frigyes, Rylee Zais, Tatum Priest, Veronica Allen

413 PLACE IN THIS WORLD (5)
Abigail Waller, Anna Palmentere, Ashley Ault, Bella Rodriguez, Carly Hays, Erin Brown, JoAnna Abbott, Joey Ferguson, Kathryn Layton, Kelsey Ferguson, Kennedy Corte, Maren O’Hara, Savannah Andrews, Savannah Higgins-Wyatt, Stephanie Janczewski, Talia King

414 I’LL STAND BY YOU (5)
Alex Palzkill, Alexa Smith, Allison Mullins, Annie Pottios, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Emma Melton, Grace Woodbury, Huntyr Duckett, Kennedy Doherty, Mallory Batliner, Mary Jane Swetnam, Michaelyn Horsch, Nicki Ragusa, Sarah Bono, Taylor Burch

415 HERE’S MY HEART (5)
Alex Gicinto, Allison Cooper, Ana Marie DePalma, Annie Riffel, Ashley Cooper, Avery Peterson, Danielle Blankenship, Ericka Dickinson, Evelyln Carleton, Jaymes Dickinson, Kaelyn Bellach, Katelyn Turner, Kathryn Layton, Madeline Brand, Maggie Marshall, Nina Bonadonna, Riley Scott, Rylie Parr, Tiffany Grazda

416 COLORBLIND (2)
Alexandra DiGiorgio, Ava-Grace Vermillion, Emma Webber, Emma Williams, Faith Kelly, Grace Bodenhamer, Katelyn Cunningham, Kendal Erwin, Libby Slaymaker, Megan Broomfield, Morgan Caviar, Riley Nowak, Shayla Hicks, Sloan Logsdon, Sydney Blackburn, Taylor Howard
AGE 14

417  NOTHING BUT THE WATER (5)
Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Bentlei Benak, Elise Nill, Emily Franciskato, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Katie Rhodus, Marissa Maiorana, Tara Stewart, Taylor Bargfrede

418  I GAVE YOU ALL (3)

419  YOUR SONG (4)

AGE 16

420  EXPLOSIONS (3)
Cami Brown, Cassidy Adolf, Dana Vehle, Gabby Barnes, Kelcey Wetterberg, Kelsey Hassenstab, Kristi O’Meara, Liesel Sumpter, Macy Lundgren, Maren Mosley, Megan Cassling, Mollie Macfadyen, Monica Williams, Natalie Wolfe, Olivia Person

421  WILL YOU STILL LOVE ME (3)
Alex Gilmore, Emma Nix, Hallie Stueckrath, Kaitlyn Nohrenberg, Katherine LaRose, Kelcey Wetterberg, Lauren Lund, Mary Haller, Megan Cassling, Megan Meier, Natalie Wolfe, Olivia Person, Paige Mueller, Sara Pleasant

422  I WILL WAIT (5)
Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Ellie MacDonald, Jorden Binkley, Karaleisa Rice, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Maddy Burkett, Madeline Brand, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

Modern Supreme Level

AGE 8

423  FULL OF WONDER (5)
Alayna Abbott, Allison Cooper, August Green, Blair Baymiller, Brooklyn Funk, Carleigh Schumacher, Chloe Tomney, Isabella Cascone, Jayle Whitebear, Kailey Sulzer, Katelyn Turner, Kennedy Justice, Lily Aldenderfer, Makenzie Smith, Nina Bonadonna, Riley Elliott, Taygen Brown

AGE 11

424  HOME (5)
Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Claire Franciskato, Courtney Rowe, Ella Thowe, Hannah Hendershot, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Kinnedy May, Macy Melton, Morgan Herman, Rylie Parr, Sam Arney, Sarah Waller, Sofia Cascone, Sophia Turano

AGE 14

425  I AM LOST (5)
Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Darian Rowe, Elise Nill, Emily Franciskato, Hannah Doherty, Karaleisa Rice, Katie Rhodus, Maddy Burkett, Madeline Brand, Marissa Maiorana, Sarah Waller, Tara Stewart, Taylor Bargfrede

AGE 16

426  TURNING PAGE (5)
Alex Gicinto, Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Bentlei Benak, Ellie MacDonald, Hope Vickery, Jorden Binkley, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown
Open Honor Level

AGE 7

427 TOOTSIE ROLL (4)
Ava Curbow, Avery Hansford, Brooke Askren, Kendyl Floyd, Maddie McCool, Madelyn Austin, Renee Steinle, Seville Skinner, Sophia Estes, Sophie Herman

AGE 10

428 SURVIVOR (6)
Alyissa Kleinsorge, Anna Richey, Corryn Darnell, Emily Bledsoe, Gracie Ray, Hadlyn Snipes, Hannah Ezzell, Jayden Stallworth, Kyra Glore, Phillips Kenzy, Trinaty Chen, Whitney Shute

Open Supreme Level

AGE 7

429 COWBOY CUTIES (5)
Allison Gray, Ashley Brown, Ella Eveler, Jailee Gicinto, Lilli Gaik, Lilly Young, Lyla Vandeginste, Mia Sollars, Neely Simon, Rilyn Sherwood, Sarah Tarpley, Sophia Frank, Taran Sherwood

AGE 8

430 JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS (3)
Alex Gilmore, Ariel Moats, Cami Brown, Carlie Kritenbrink, Cassidy Adolf, Emily Stephenson, Emma Nix, Gabby Barnes, Kaitlyn Nohrenberg, Katherine LaRose, Kelcy Wetterberg, Kelsey Hassenstab, Lauren Lund, Natalie Wolfe, Paige Mueller, Sara Pleasant

AGE 10

431 I LOVE YOU (5)
Alex Gicinto, Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Bentlei Benak, Darian Rowe, Ellie MacDonald, Hope Vickery, Jorden Binkley, Karaleisa Rice, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Maddy Burkett, Madeline Brand, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Musical Theater Honor Level

AGE 10

432 MAGIC (6)
Anna Richey, Corryn Darnell, Emily Bledsoe, Grace Richey, Gracie Ray, Hannah Ezzell, Jayden Stallworth, Kady Campbell, Kyra Glore, Lexi Puett, Phillips Kenzy, Trinaty Chen

Musical Theater Supreme Level

AGE 7

433 AIN'T SHE SWEET (5)
Allison Gray, Ashley Brown, Ella Eveler, Jailee Gicinto, Lilli Gaik, Lilly Young, Lyla Vandeginste, Mia Sollars, Neely Simon, Rilyn Sherwood, Sarah Tarpley, Sophia Frank, Taran Sherwood

AGE 8

434 BLESS OUR SHOW (3)
Annie Roberts, Ava Owens, Carissa Mandonolfo, Delaney Edie, Ella Baustert, Ella Kirkpatrick, Elyse Kirke, Gabrielle Hord, Grace Diers, Isabella Morris, Jasmine Moats, Kamryn Tuttle, Kayla Tuttle, Kennedy Epp, Liliana Vargas, Maxton Bezeuszek, Payton Vosik, Presleigh Mickells

AGE 9

435 READY FOR A MIRACLE (3)
Claire Jandric, Delaney Huck, Faith Iossi, Hailey Gregg, Isabelle Dittrick, Kayla Legel, Kennedy Hughes, Libby Falk, Luca Grabowski, Madeline Epp, Madison Lenser, Megan Hollis, Melina Piperis, Mikee Naegele

AGE 10

436 SURPRISE (5)
Alayna Abbott, Ashley Cooper, Aubrey Boren, August Green, Ericka Dickinson, Jayle Whitebear, JoAnna Abbott, Kathryn Layton, Kennedy Corte, Kennedy Justice, Lauren Kasyjanski, Maggie Marshall, Maren O’Hara, Nina Bonadonna, Olivia Hubbs, Savannah Andrews, Savannah Higgins-Wyatt, Talia King
AGE 11

437  SILENT FILM (3)
Alec Brown, Alyssa Rutten, Ayme Sumpter, Bailey Maurer, Clare Lisec, Ella Wieczorek, Emme English, Karly Firmature, Lauren Connaghan, Lauren Philips, Lilly Johanning, Madeline Moats, Meg Nielsen, Mia Wilson, Noell Hinsley, Olivia Frigyes, Sophie Hassenstab

AGE 12

438  TOO DARN HOT (2)
Alexandra DiGiorgio, Ava-Grace Vermillion, Emma Williams, Faith Kelly, Grace Bodenhamer, Hadley Nguyen, Katelyn Cunningham, Libby Slaymaker, Madeline Phillips, McKenna Cole, Megan Broomfield, Morgan Caviar, Riley Nowak, Sarah Gravitt, Sloan Logsdon, Taylor Howard

AGE 14

439  OUR FAVORITE SON (5)
Alex Palzkill, Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Annie Pottios, Elise Nill, Emily Franciskato, Emma Melton, Hannah Doherty, Huntir Dukett, Jaymes Dickinson, Katie Rhodus, Marissa Maioranana, Mary Jane Swetnam, Nicki Ragusa, Tara Stewart, Taylor Bargfrede

AGE 15

440  LET'S BE BAD (4)
Allyson Cook, Alyssa Sherman, Brianna Schweitzer, Camryn Floyd, Carley Fine, Emily Moore, Erin Harold, Jordan Haase, Jordii Freeman, Lexie Kallmeyer, Mariah Rollwagen, Morgan Panovich, Paige Tully, Sarah Paperi, Shannon Hauser

AGE 16

442  WILKOMMEN (5)
Alex Gicinto, Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Bentlei Benak, Darian Rowe, Ellie MacDonald, Hope Vickery, Jorden Binkley, Karaleisa Rice, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Maddy Burkett, Madeline Brand, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

Jazz Honor Level

AGE 14

443  SING WITH A SWING (2)
Alexandra DiGiorgio, Anastasia Sergiienko, Elii Bodenhamer, Emma Webber, Kendal Erwin, Megan Watkins, Morgan Hope, Shayla Hicks, Sophia Self, Sydney Blackburn

Jazz Supreme Level

AGE 4

444  THAT'S NOT MY NAME (5)
Anotnia Scimeca, Avery Lewis, Brooke Bates, Callie Holwick, Emma Grubb, Hala Finley, Jade Ross, Luciana Silvio, Madylan Runyan, Maely Miller, Makenna Miller, Mazzi Ross, Olivia Kohler, Quinn Roach, Sophia Payton, Taytum Schnakenberg, Victoria Cuezze

AGE 5

445  WALK THE DINOSAUR (5)
Audrey Peterson, Caroline Curley, Caroline Krausse, Emery Thomson, Enslie Dryer, Evelynn Carleton, Gabriella Mina, Lily Hamilton, McKenna Springer, Presley Jackson, Savina Bonadonna
AGE 6

446 FAN TAN FANNIE (5)
Annalise Wagner, Blair McCammon, Brynlee Justice, Camryn Nelson, Drew Kasyjanski, Gena Bonadonna, Giuliana Siraguso, Isabella Mandacina, Kaelyn Bellach, Kenzie Cornett, Kiley Hill, Madysen Moore, Mimi Palmentere, Preslie Wampler, Sara Pfannenstiel

AGE 7

447 REMEMBER MY NAME (5)
Amiyah Torres, Ava Hunt, Ava Rose Guastello, Avery Hastings, Avery Peterson, Blair Baymiller, Chloe Tomney, Eva Hurtig, Graysen Milbrandt, Lillia Thomson, Lynox Ellis, Riley Scott, Riley Willis

AGE 8

448 RUMBA LATINA (5)
Allison Cooper, Brooklyn Funk, Carleigh Schumacher, Halle Wampler, Isabella Cascone, Kailey Sulzer, Kate May, Katelyn Turner, Lily Aldenderfer, Makenzie Smith, Riley Elliott, Sofia Berman, Taygen Brown

449 SURFS UP (3)

AGE 9

450 CHECK (3)
Ainsley Diedrichsen, Annie Roberts, Ava Owens, Claire Jandric, Delaney Edie, Ella Baustert, Jayna Beal, Karli Ahlers, Kennedy Hughes, Luca Grabowski, Madeline Epp, Maxton Bezousek, Mikee Naegele, Zoe Leggett

AGE 10

451 PEARLS (3)
Alec Brown, Alexandra Beck, Alyssa Rutten, Bailey Maurer, Clare Lisec, Ella Wieczorek, Kylie Hartung, Lauren Connaghan, Lilly Johanning, Madeline Moats, Maggie Breeling, Mia Wilson, Molly Johanning, Noell Hinsley, Olivia Frigyes, Tatum Priest

AGE 11

452 DANCING IN THE STREETS (5)
Annie Riffel, Carley Donnelly, Claire Franciskato, Courtney Rowe, Danielle Blankenship, Ella Thowe, Hannah Hendershot, Hannah Honn, Keegan Ward, Kinnedy May, Macy Melton, Morgan Herman, Payton Elliott, Rylie Parr, Sam Amey, Sarah Waller, Sofia Cascone, Sophia Turano

453 DANCE TO THE MUSIC (5)
Alexis Theoharidis, Ana Marie DePalma, Ashley Ault, Bailee Tomney, Bella Rodriguez, Carly Hays, Erin Brown, Joey Ferguson, Kelsey Ferguson, Rylee Sanchez, Stephanie Janczewski, Victoria Parsons

454 PARTY PEOPLE (4)
Alyssa Sherman, Brooke Mason, Camryn Floyd, Carley Uhl, Caroline Barker, Chloe Shaw, Ella Lorfing, Emily Moore, Eve Steinle, Kaitlyn Rose, Layne Steffen, McKenna Cain, Olivia Augustine, Olivia Mills, Paige Totzke, Peyton Panovich

AGE 12

455 MAKE IT ROLL (5)
Abigail Waller, Alexa Smith, Allison Mullins, Anna Palmentere, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Grace Woodbury, Kennedy Doherty, Mallory Battliner, Michaelyn Horsch, Sarah Bono, Taylor Burch
SOME GIRLS (2)
Ava-Grace Vermillion, Emma Williams, Faith Kelly, Grace Bodenhamer, Hannah Presta, Katelyn Cunningham, Libby Slaymaker, Lila Kubas, Madeline Phillips, Megan Broomfield, Morgan Caviar, Sloan Logsdon, Taylor Howard

AGE 14

THE GOOD GIRLS (5)
Alex Palzkill, Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Annie Pottios, Elise Nill, Emily Franciskato, Emma Melton, Hannah Doherty, Huntyr Duckett, Katie Rhodus, Marissa Maiorana, Mary Jane Swetnam, Nicki Ragusa, Tara Stewart, Taylor Bargfrede

IN THE DARK (3)
Allie Morrissey, Aubrey Grasz, Bella Carollo, Cassidy Sarver, Elizabeth Kawamoto, Jonathan Moats, Kylee Krauss, Laura Tatten, Macy Lundgren, Mallory Grote, Mary Haller, Sierra Eastridge, Will Mallett

COBRA (3)
Aubrey Grasz, Ayme Sumpter, Cassidy Sarver, Ellie Pleasant, Emme English, Isabella Jacobs, Jane Glazer, Kylee Krauss, Laura Tatten, Mallory Grote, Sierra Eastridge, Sydney Shillinglaw

AGE 16

DROVE ALL NIGHT (3)
Alex Gilmore, Cami Brown, Emma Nix, Isabella Jacobs, Kaitlyn Nohrenberg, Katherine LaRose, Kelsey Hassenstab, Liesel Sumpter, Mallory Grote, Megan Meier, Paige Mueller, Sara Pleasant, Taryn Hansen

15 MINUTE INTERMISSION

All Line Competition

Hip Hop Supreme Level

AGE 8

BEATS (3)
Ava Owens, Chloe Herron, Claire Jandric, Delaney Edie, Ellie Ludacka, Graci Leitner, Hailey Gregg, Holly Cobb, Isabella Morris, Isabelle Dittrick, Jasmine Moats, Kamryn Tuttle, Kayla Tuttle, Kennedy Epp, Kennedy Hughes, Libby Falk, Liliana Vargas, Madeline Epp, Maxton Bezousek, Melina Piperis, Molly Zeleny, Zoe Leggett

AGE 14

XHILARATING (5)
Abigail Waller, Alex Gicinto, Alexa Smith, Aliza Russell, Allison Mullins, Ally Miller, Anna Palmentere, Annie Pottios, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Courtney Rowe, Darian Rowe, Ellie MacDonald, Emma Melton, Hope Vickery, Huntyr Duckett, Jaymes Dickinson, Jorden Binkley, Karaleisa Rice, Katie Rhodus, Kennedy Doherty, Kennedy May, Madeline Brand, Mallory Batliner, Marissa Maiorana, Mary Jane Swetnam, Michaelyn Horsch, Nicki Ragusa, Sarah Bono, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Taylor Bargfrede, Taylor Burch, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

Open Honor Level

AGE 12

BOOTS (6)
Aebra Parker, Alyissa Kleinsorge, Amber Davis, Anna Richey, Corryn Darnell, Ella Christie, Emmalee Wilkinson, Grace Richey, Gracie Ray, Hannah Ezzell, Jasey Bell, Jayden Stallworth, Kady Campbell, Kole Williams, Kyra Glore, Lexi Puett, Marlea Parker, Phillips Kenzy, Tori Turner, Trinaty Chen, Whitney Shute
Jazz Supreme Level

AGE 7

464 SUNDAY SHOES (5)


AGE 12

467 SASSY (3)

Ayme Sumpter, Brooke Wilczewski, Cassidy Jorgensen, Courtney Heider, Ellie Fangman, Ellie Pleasant, Emme English, Hannah Dehn, Isabella Jacobs, Jane Glazer, Jenna Grote, Jordan Speer, Karly Firmature, Karolyn LaRose, Laura Tooley, Lauren Philips, Madison Bezousek, Meg Nielsen, Mia Esparrago, Rylee Zais, Sophia Barnes, Sophie Hassenstab, Sydney Shillinglaw, Veronica Allen

AGE 9

465 DANCIN FOOL (3)

Ainsley Diedrichsen, Annie Roberts, Ava Owens, Chloe Herron, Claire Jandric, Delaney Edie, Delaney Huck, Ella Baustert, Ella Henningsen, Hailey Gregg, Isabelle Dittrick, Kamryn Tuttle, Karli Ahlers, Kayla Legel, Kayla Tuttle, Kennedy Hughes, Kylie Jones, Libby Falk, Liliana Vargas, Luca Grabowski, Madeline Epp, Madison Lenser, Maxton Bezousek, Megan Hollis, Melina Piperis, Mikee Naegele, Presleigh Mickells

466 DIVE IN THE POOL (4)

Abby Sutton, Allison Winker, Audrey Henson, Ava Curbow, Avery Hansford, Bronwyn Enright, Brooke Askren, Brooke Mason, Cailyn Revel, Camryn Floyd, Camryn Herman, Caroline Barker, Caroline Overman, Cassie Walsh, Chloe Shaw, Ella Lorfing, Elle Thomas, Eve Steinle, Hadley Skinner, Hannah Spencer, Jaiden Buckert, Jenna Haase, Kaitlyn Rose, Kamdyn Wedel, Kate Sutton, Kaylei Wiedenmann, Layne Steffen, Maddie McCool, Madeline Reynolds, Madelyn Autstin, McKenna Cain, Olivia Augustine, Paige Tetzke, Payton Schwendemann, Peyton Panovich, Renee Steinle, Shalise Hannibal, Shantel Horne, Sophia Estes, Sophie Herman, Sydney Willard, Taylor Fine
AGE 13

468 Pinstripe Suit (5)


10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Production Supreme Level

AGE 13

469 Only The Good Die Young (2)

Abigail Redeker, Alexa Dolesh, Alexandra DiGiorgio, Alexia Nicoloulais, Anastasia Sergiyenko, Austin Kelly, Ava-Grace Vermillion, Callie Hocter, Conner Watts, Courtney Long, Eli Bodenhamer, Emma Webber, Emma Williams, Faith Kelly, Grace Bodenhamer, Hadley Nguyen, Hannah Presta, Hayley Fernandez, Kaitlin Green, Kate Jehlik, Katelyn Cunningham, Katie Herndon, Kendal Erwin, Kevin Murakami, Lauren Finke, Lauren Westervelt, Libby Slaymaker, Lila Kubas, Madeline Phillips, McKenna Cole, Megan Bridges, Megan Broomfield, Melaine Parker, Morgan Caviar, Morgan Hope, Nicole Farnandez, Reagan Nowak, Riley Nowak, Sarah Gravitt, Shayla Hicks, Sloan Logsdon, Sophia Self, Sydney Blackburn, Taylor Howard

AGE 14

470 One Love (3)

Special Angels Honor Level

471 ACCESS DANCE (1)

AWARDS

All Teen and Senior Small Groups
(Ages 12 & Over)

Tap Supreme Level

AGE 12

472 DANCE APOCOLYPTIC (5)
Annie Pottios, Brynn Baymiller, Emma Melton, Kennedy Doherty, Mary Jane Swetnam, Sarah Bono

473 KEEP IT HOT (5)
Abigail Waller, Alexa Smith, Allison Mullins, Chloe Balsdon, Grace Woodbury, Michaelyn Horsch, Taylor Burch

AGE 14

474 STOMP (3)
Allie Morrissey, Cassidy Sarver, Ellie Fangman, Jane Glazer, Jonathan Moats, Kylee Krauss, Laura Tatten, Will Mallet

AGE 16

475 LET IT WHIP (5)
Bailee Day, Bentlei Benak, Darian Rowe, Emily Franciskato, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Karaleisa Rice, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda

Contemporary Supreme Level

AGE 12

476 HERO (2)
Faith Kelly, Grace Bodenhamer, Hannah Presta, Katelyn Cunningham, Libby Slaymaker, Madeline Phillips, Megan Broomfield, Riley Nowak, Sloan Logsdon

477 THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY (5)
Alexa Smith, Allison Mullins, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Grace Woodbury, Huntyr Duckett, Michaelyn Horsch, Sarah Bono, Taylor Burch

478 THE WAVES (3)
Brooke Wilczewski, Cassidy Jorgensen, Ellie Fangman, Hannah Dehn, Jenna Grote, Jordan Speer, Karly Firmature, Karolyn LaRose, Madison Bezousek

AGE 14

479 BALL AND CHAIN (4)
Abbie Hughes, Kelsey Meinholdt, Layne Steffen, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen, Olivia Mills, Quinn Self, Shannon Hauser

AGE 15

480 YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL (4)
Allyson Cook, Amaya Yanes, Erin Harold, Hannah Spencer, Jessie Haase, Jordii Freeman, Lexie Kallmeyer, Paige Tully, Sarah Paperi
481  CAN'T TELL YOU WHY (5)
Aliza Russell, Elise Nill, Marissa Maiorana, Sidney Hallak, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

AGE 16

482  SHE (2)
Alexa Dolesh, Austin Kelly, Callie Hocter, Courtney Long, Lauren Westervelt, Melaine Parker

483  MILLION DOLLAR MAN (3)
Dana Vehle, Emily Stephenson, Kelcey Wetterberg, Kristi O'Meara, Lauren Koperski, Lauren Lund, Megan Cassling, Natalie Wolfe, Olivia Person

Hip Hop Supreme Level

AGE 16

484  WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK (5)
Alex Gicinto, Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Bentlei Benak, Darian Rowe, Ellie MacDonald, Hope Vickery, Jorden Binkley, Sidney Hallak

485  SHE BAD BAD (2)
Alexa Dolesh, Alexia Nicolouiias, Callie Hocter, Courtney Long, Lauren Westervelt, Melaine Parker

Acro/Gym Honor Level

AGE 12

486  SUITCASE (6)
Amber Davis, Grace Richey, Gracie Ray, Kady Campbell, Lexi Puett, Tori Turner, Whitney Shute

Lyrical Honor Level

AGE 12

487  I'LL BE (4)
Abby Sutton, Allison Winker, Cassie Walsh, Eve Steinle, Juliana Askren

AGE 13

488  MY SKIN (6)
Amber Davis, Corryn Darnell, Grace Richey, Tori Turner, Whitney Shute

Lyrical Supreme Level

AGE 12

489  NEVER ALONE (5)
Annie Pottios, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Emma Melton, Huntyr Duckett, Kennedy Doherty, Mallory Batliner, Mary Jane Swetnam

490  WANNA HOLD YOUR HAND (5)
Allison Mullins, Grace Woodbury, Kathryn Layton, Michaelyn Horsch, Morgan Herman, Savannah Andrews, Savannah Higgins-Wyatt

AGE 14

491  WHEREVER YOU WILL GO (4)
Allyson Cook, Alyssa Sherman, Amaya Yanes, Ashley Sutphin, Camryn Floyd, Erin Harold, Juliana Askren, Molly Winegar, Morgan Panovich

492  LAST LOVE SONG (5)
Ally Miller, Bentlei Benak, Elise Nill, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Katie Rhodus, Maddy Burkett, Madeline Brand

493  HIGHER LOVE (3)
Bella Carollo, Cassidy Jorgensen, Jordan Fischer, Kristi O'Meara, Mia Esparrago, Molly Johanning, Shannon Sudrla, Veronica Allen, Will Mallett

AGE 15

494  I CAN'T MAKE YOU LOVE ME (4)
Abbie Hughes, Callie Lane, Kelsey Meinholdt, Kelsey Mills, Layne Steffen, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen, Quinn Self, Shannon Hauser
AGE 16
495 FOR ALL WE KNOW (5)
Alex Gicinto, Darian Rowe, Emily Franciskato, Jaymes Dickinson, Sidney Hallak

496 DETAILS IN THE FABRIC (2)
Alexa Dolesh, Alexia Nicoloulias, Austin Kelly, Callie Hooter, Kevin Murakami, Lauren Westervelt

497 I WANT YOU TO NEED ME (5)
Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Jorden Binkley, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda

AGE 17
498 WHAT WE’VE GOT (3)
Darby Epperson, Lauren Koperski, Megan Cassling, Megan Meier, Mollie Macfadyen, Olivia Person, Taryn Hansen

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Modern Honor Level

AGE 13
499 TOM’S DINER (4)
Abby Sutton, Ashley Sutphin, Cassie Walsh, Hannah Spencer, Juliana Askren, Molly Winegar, Peyton Panovich

Modern Supreme Level

AGE 12
500 SHELTER (5)
Annie Pottios, Carley Donnelly, Emma Melton, Kennedy Doherty, Kinnedy May, Mallory Batliner, Mary Jane Swetnam

AGE 14
501 YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL (5)
Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Bentlei Benak, Elise Nill, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Katie Rhodus, Maddy Burkett, Sidney Hallak

AGE 15
502 INFINITY (4)
Allyson Cook, Ashley Sutphin, Erin Harold, Jessie Haase, Jordan Haase, Jordii Freeman, Molly Winegar, Morgan Panovich, Sarah Paperi

AGE 16
503 THE LUCKY ONES (5)
Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Jorden Binkley, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

Open Honor Level

AGE 12
504 EVERYBODY (4)
Abby Sutton, Cassie Walsh, Eve Steinle, Juliana Askren

Open Supreme Level

AGE 12
505 HAT BACK BOOGIE (5)
Abigail Waller, Alexa Smith, Aubrey Boren, JoAnna Abbott, Joey Ferguson, Kathryn Layton, Kennedy Corte, Savannah Andrews, Savannah Higgins-Wyatt

AGE 14
506 AFTERMATH (4)
Amaya Yanes, Jessie Haase, Lexie Kallmeyer, Sarah Paperi

507 POLAR BEAR (4)
Kelsey Meinholdt, Kelsey Mills, Layne Steffen, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen, Olivia Mills, Quinn Self, Shannon Hauser

AGE 15
508 GIVE ME LOVE (5)
Alex Gicinto, Darian Rowe, Emily Franciskato, Jaymes Dickinson, Madeline Brand, Marissa Maioran, Nicki Ragusa, Taylor Bargfrede
509  TOXIC (4)
    Alyssa Sherman, Brianna Schweitzer, Callie Lane, Emily Moore, Hannah Spencer, Jordan Haase, Paige Tully, Sarah Paperi

AGE 16

510  LOCOMOTION (4)
    Carley Fine, Kelsey Meinholdt, Mariah Rollwagen, Shannon Hauser

Musical Theater Honor Level

AGE 13

511  FAN TAN FANNY (4)
    Abby Sutton, Allison Winker, Ashley Sutphin, Hannah Spencer, Lexie Kallmeyer, Molly Winegar, Olivia Augustine, Peyton Panovich, Sarah Paperi

Musical Theater Supreme Level

AGE 14

512  IN ZE HAY (5)
    Alexa Turano, Ally Miller, Bentlei Benak, Elise Nill, Hannah Doherty, Hope Vickery, Katie Rhodus, Maddy Burkett

AGE 16

513  MILLION DOLLAR QUARTET (5)
    Alex Gicinto, Emily Franciskato, Jaymes Dickinson, Karaleisa Rice, Madeline Brand, Marissa Maiorana, Sidney Hallak

Jazz Honor Level

AGE 13

514  VIBEOLOGY (4)
    Abby Sutton, Allison Winker, Ashley Sutphin, Eve Steinle, Hannah Spencer, Juliana Askren, Molly Winegar

515  FREE RIDE (6)
    Amber Davis, Grace Richey, Tori Turner, Whitney Shute

Jazz Supreme Level

AGE 12

516  WEPA (5)
    Allison Mullins, Brynn Baymiller, Chloe Balsdon, Danielle Blankenship, Grace Woodbury, Kennedy Doherty, Michaelyn Horsch, Sarah Bono, Taylor Burch

AGE 13

517  BIG FINISH (5)
    Ally Miller, Annie Pottios, Emma Melton, Huntyr Duckett, Mallory Batliner, Mary Jane Swetnam

AGE 14

518  NEED ME (3)
    Cassidy Jorgensen, Dana Vehle, Elizabeth Kawamoto, Jordan Fischer, Macy Lundgren, Maren Mosley, Mary Haller, Molly Johanning, Shannon Sudrla

519  SEXY SILK (4)
    Kelsey Meinholdt, Kelsey Mills, Lexi Wegner, Mariah Rollwagen, Olivia Mills, Quinn Self, Shalise Hannibal, Shannon Hauser

AGE 15

520  SPEAK THE TRUTH (3)
    Dana Vehle, Hallie Stueckrath, Jordan Fischer, Kristi O'Meara, Liesel Sumpter, Maren Mosley, Monica Williams, Shannon Sudrla

521  LONGEST ROAD (3)
    Dana Vehle, Emily Stephenson, Hallie Stueckrath, Lauren Lund, Maren Mosley, Natalie Wolfe, Shannon Sudrla

522  PUT YOUR HANDS ON ME (4)
    Allyson Cook, Brianna Schweitzer, Emily Moore, Jessie Haase, Jordan Haase, Jordii Freeman, Morgan Panovich
AGE 16

523  THE RACES (2)
Alexa Dolesh, Alexia Nicoloulis, Austin Kelly, Callie Hocter, Courtney Long, Kevin Murakami, Lauren Westervelt, Melaine Parker

524  NASTY GIRLS (4)
Abbie Hughes, Carley Fine, Kelsey Meinholdt, Kelsey Mills, Mariah Rollwagen, Shannon Hauser

525  LIKE THAT (5)
Aliza Russell, Bailee Day, Becca Hopkins, Jorden Binkley, Lydia Ganaden, Mackenzie Hayes, Sophia Hall, Tiffany Grazda, Trystan Brown

526  WORK (3)
Cassidy Adolf, Darby Epperson, Jordan Fischer, Kelcey Wetterberg, Kristi O'Meara, Lauren Koperski, Lauren Lund, Megan Cassling, Olivia Person

AWARDS

TRIBUTE SCORING POINT BREAKDOWN

Supreme 1st Place
(285-300 total score)
(95-100 per judge)

Elite 1st Place
278-284 total score)
(93-94 per judge)

1st Place
(270-277 total score)
(90-92 per judge)

2nd Place
(255-269 total score)
(85-89 per judge)

TRIBUTE 2015 DATES
FOR KANSAS CITY
February 13-15
@ The Music Hall
Sydney,
You are an amazing little 5 year old with an open mind and heart absorbing all of the good things in life including the "rewards" of commitment and hard work! You are here today because of that and your "love for dance" along with that "inner performer" that is just itching to escape that sweet, kind and shy personality. Today is yours, enjoy and keep forever the memory. Good luck, sweet Syd! Nana and Papa love you! P.S Thanks to Power House Dance in Olathe for providing an excellent environment and venue for your dancers! Sharon Williams

"To dance is to be out of yourself. Larger, more beautiful, more powerful. This is power, it is glory on Earth and it is yours for the taking."

Andi Abernathy

Danielle B. it is such a joy to watch you dance. Your love for dance is so evident by the way you always give it your all, and never complain about the long days at the dance studio! P&D teachers you are the best!

Michelle Blankenship

"Good luck, Priscilla and Dana's!!! Dance the roof down (...not literally)! Halle and Preslie, we love you so much and above all, we hope you have FUN!"

Liz and Mark Wampler

“Great dancers are not great because of their technique they are Great because of their passion”
Good Luck to all of the dancers with Turning Pointe Dance Academy! May this be the start of our best season yet.

You are all winners in my book!! Thanks to Jillian, Cyndahl, and Jeanette Helton for all you and your family do for the students!

Special thanks to all the TPDA dance families, we have the best group around hands down!!

Bobbi Jo Williams
## Tribute National Talent Competition
**Kansas City, Missouri - February 14-16, 2014**
**Music Hall**

### Friday, February 14, 2014
Doors Open at 3:15pm
All Teen & Senior Solos
(Ages 12 & Over)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 4:28 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary</td>
<td>4:28 PM - 5:44 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballet</td>
<td>5:44 PM - 5:47 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip Hop</td>
<td>5:47 PM - 5:50 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acro/Gym</td>
<td>5:50 PM - 5:54 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10 MINUTE INTERMISSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyrical</td>
<td>6:04 PM - 7:54 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10 MINUTE INTERMISSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modern</td>
<td>8:04 PM - 8:55 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>8:55 PM - 9:33 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Theater</td>
<td>9:33 PM - 9:52 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10 MINUTE INTERMISSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jazz</td>
<td>10:02 PM - 11:31 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Awards

### Saturday, February 15, 2014
Doors Open at 6:45am
All Petite & Junior Duet/Trios
(Ages 11 & Under)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>7:30 AM - 7:37 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td>7:37 AM - 7:40 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip Hop</td>
<td>7:40 AM - 7:44 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acro/Gym</td>
<td>7:44 AM - 7:51 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyrical</td>
<td>7:51 AM - 7:54 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>7:54 AM - 8:29 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Theater</td>
<td>8:29 AM - 8:47 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10 MINUTE INTERMISSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jazz</td>
<td>8:57 AM - 10:07 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Angels</td>
<td>10:07 AM - 10:14 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AWARDS
All Petite & Junior Small Groups
(Ages 11 & Under)

Tap 11:04 AM - 11:42 AM
Contemporary 11:42 AM - 11:46 AM
Hip Hop 11:46 AM - 11:56 AM
Acro/Gym 11:56 AM - 12:00 PM
Lyrical 12:00 PM - 12:35 PM
Modern 12:35 PM - 12:45 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Open 12:55 PM - 1:30 PM
Pom Pon 1:30 PM - 1:34 PM
Musical Theater 1:34 PM - 1:58 PM
Jazz 1:58 PM - 3:01 PM

AWARDS
All Petite & Junior Solos
(Ages 11 & Under)

Tap 4:21 PM - 4:40 PM
Contemporary 4:40 PM - 4:46 PM
Acro/Gym 4:46 PM - 4:59 PM
Lyrical 4:59 PM - 5:18 PM
Modern 5:18 PM - 5:43 PM
Open 5:43 PM - 6:12 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Musical Theater 6:22 PM - 6:50 PM
Jazz (Ages 8 & Under) 6:50 PM - 7:54 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Jazz (Ages 9-11) 8:04 PM - 9:07 PM

AWARDS

Sunday, February 16, 2014
All Teen & Senior Duet/Trios
(Ages 12 & Over)
Doors Open at 6:45am

Tap 7:30 AM - 7:33 AM
Contemporary 7:33 AM - 7:51 AM
Hip Hop 7:51 AM - 7:54 AM
Lyrical 7:54 AM - 8:15 AM
Modern 8:15 AM - 8:47 AM
Open 8:47 AM - 9:01 AM
Musical Theater 9:01 AM - 9:18 AM
Jazz 9:18 AM - 9:43 AM

AWARDS

All Large Group Competition

Tap 10:23 AM - 11:47 AM
Contemporary 11:47 AM - 12:31 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Ballet 12:41 PM - 1:01 PM
Hip Hop 1:01 PM - 1:13 PM
Lyrical 1:13 PM - 2:17 PM
Modern 2:17 PM - 2:33 PM
Open 2:33 PM - 2:53 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Musical Theater 3:03 PM - 3:47 PM
Jazz 3:47 PM - 4:59 PM

15 MINUTE INTERMISSION

All Line Competition

Hip Hop 5:14 PM - 5:24 PM
Open 5:24 PM - 5:29 PM
Jazz 5:29 PM - 5:54 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Production 6:04 PM - 6:24 PM

AWARDS

All Teen and Senior Small Groups (Ages 12 & Over)

Tap 7:45 PM - 7:59 PM
Contemporary 7:59 PM - 8:23 PM
Hip Hop 8:23 PM - 8:30 PM
Acro/Gym 8:30 PM - 8:34 PM
Lyrical 8:34 PM - 9:16 PM

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

Modern 9:26 PM - 9:43 PM
Open 9:43 PM - 10:08 PM
Musical Theater 10:08 PM - 10:18 PM
Jazz 10:18 PM - 11:04 PM

AWARDS